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Process Calculations
The field of environmental engineering is rapidly emerging into a mainstream
engineering discipline. For a long time, environmental engineering has suffered
from the lack of a well-defined identity. At times, the problems faced by
environmental engineers require knowledge in many engineering fields, including
chemical, civil, sanitary, and mechanical engineering. Increased demand for
undergraduate training in environmental engineering has led to growth in the
number of undergraduate programs offered. Fundamentals of Environmental
Engineering provides an introductory approach that focuses on the basics of this
growing field. This informative reference provides an introduction to environmental
pollutants, basic engineering principles, dimensional analysis, physical chemistry,
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mass, and energy and component balances. It also explains the applications of
these ideas to the understanding of key problems in air, water, and soil pollution.

CHEMICAL PROCESS CALCULATIONS
Physical Principles of Chemical Engineering covers the significant advancements in
the understanding of the physical principles of chemical engineering. This book is
composed of 12 chapters that describe chemical unit processes through analogy
with the unit of operations of chemical engineering. The introductory chapters
survey the concept and principles of mass and energy balances, as well as the
application of entropy. The next chapters deal with the probability and kinetic
theories of gases, the physical aspects of solids, the different dispersed systems,
and the principles and application of fluid dynamics. Other chapters discuss the
property dimension and model theory; heat, mass, and momentum transfer; and
the characteristics of multiphase flow processes. The final chapters review the
model of rheological bodies, the molecular-kinetic interpretations of rheological
behavior, and the principles of reaction kinetics. This book will prove useful to
chemical engineers.

Basic principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering,
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Polymers are among the major hallmarks of 20th-century science, and the
explosive outgrowth and tremendous importance of polymeric foams is a
testament to their amazing versatility and unique properties. With applications
from automotive to acoustic and medical, polymeric foams pervade all areas of our
lives. If this growth is to continue into the

Physical Principles of Chemical Engineering
Problem Solving in Chemical Engineering with Numerical
Methods
Moving from raw material to finished product, this book demonstrates how to solve
the main process-related problems that crop up in chemical engineering practice.
It demonstrates the steps required to determine how much of various materials
and chemicals are needed to satisfy output requirements and how to compensate
for energy gained or lost for each step of the process. Presenting easy-tounderstand methods, illustrations, worked examples, and practice problems, that
are ideal for students, it provides access to a wealth of current calculations needed
by chemical process professionals in petroleum/petrochemicals and biotechnology.
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Introduction to Fluid Mechanics
Ten years after the publication of the first edition of Fundamentals of Food Process
Engineering, there have been significant changes in both food science education
and the food industry itself. Students now in the food science curric ulum are
generally better prepared mathematically than their counterparts two decades
ago. The food science curriculum in most schools in the United States has split into
science and business options, with students in the science option following the
Institute of Food Technologists' minimum requirements. The minimum
requirements include the food engineering course, thus students en rolled in food
engineering are generally better than average, and can be chal lenged with more
rigor in the course material. The food industry itself has changed. Traditionally, the
food industry has been primarily involved in the canning and freezing of
agricultural commodi ties, and a company's operations generally remain within a
single commodity. Now, the industry is becoming more diversified, with many
companies involved in operations involving more than one type of commodity. A
number of for mulated food products are now made where the commodity
connection becomes obscure. The ability to solve problems is a valued asset in a
technologist, and often, solving problems involves nothing more than applying
principles learned in other areas to the problem at hand. A principle that may have
been commonly used with one commodity may also be applied to another
commodity to produce unique products.
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Fundamental Concepts and Computations in Chemical
Engineering
The Clear, Well-Organized Introduction to Thermodynamics Theory and
Calculations for All Chemical Engineering Undergraduate Students This text is
designed to make thermodynamics far easier for undergraduate chemical
engineering students to learn, and to help them perform thermodynamic
calculations with confidence. Drawing on his award-winning courses at Penn State,
Dr. Themis Matsoukas focuses on “why” as well as “how.” He offers extensive
imagery to help students conceptualize the equations, illuminating
thermodynamics with more than 100 figures, as well as 190 examples from within
and beyond chemical engineering. Part I clearly introduces the laws of
thermodynamics with applications to pure fluids. Part II extends thermodynamics
to mixtures, emphasizing phase and chemical equilibrium. Throughout, Matsoukas
focuses on topics that link tightly to other key areas of undergraduate chemical
engineering, including separations, reactions, and capstone design. More than 300
end-of-chapter problems range from basic calculations to realistic environmental
applications; these can be solved with any leading mathematical software.
Coverage includes • Pure fluids, PVT behavior, and basic calculations of enthalpy
and entropy • Fundamental relationships and the calculation of properties from
equations of state • Thermodynamic analysis of chemical processes • Phase
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diagrams of binary and simple ternary systems • Thermodynamics of mixtures
using equations of state • Ideal and nonideal solutions • Partial miscibility,
solubility of gases and solids, osmotic processes • Reaction equilibrium with
applications to single and multiphase reactions

Handbook of Chemical Engineering Calculations
The Chemical Engineer’s Practical Guide to Fluid Mechanics: Now Includes COMSOL
Multiphysics 5 Since most chemical processing applications are conducted either
partially or totally in the fluid phase, chemical engineers need mastery of fluid
mechanics. Such knowledge is especially valuable in the biochemical, chemical,
energy, fermentation, materials, mining, petroleum, pharmaceuticals, polymer,
and waste-processing industries. Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers: with
Microfluidics, CFD, and COMSOL Multiphysics 5, Third Edition, systematically
introduces fluid mechanics from the perspective of the chemical engineer who
must understand actual physical behavior and solve real-world problems. Building
on the book that earned Choice Magazine’s Outstanding Academic Title award, this
edition also gives a comprehensive introduction to the popular COMSOL
Multiphysics 5 software. This third edition contains extensive coverage of both
microfluidics and computational fluid dynamics, systematically demonstrating CFD
through detailed examples using COMSOL Multiphysics 5 and ANSYS Fluent. The
chapter on turbulence now presents valuable CFD techniques to investigate
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practical situations such as turbulent mixing and recirculating flows. Part I offers a
clear, succinct, easy-to-follow introduction to macroscopic fluid mechanics,
including physical properties; hydrostatics; basic rate laws; and fundamental
principles of flow through equipment. Part II turns to microscopic fluid mechanics:
Differential equations of fluid mechanics Viscous-flow problems, some including
polymer processing Laplace’s equation; irrotational and porous-media flows Nearly
unidirectional flows, from boundary layers to lubrication, calendering, and thin-film
applications Turbulent flows, showing how the k-ε method extends conventional
mixing-length theory Bubble motion, two-phase flow, and fluidization NonNewtonian fluids, including inelastic and viscoelastic fluids Microfluidics and
electrokinetic flow effects, including electroosmosis, electrophoresis, streaming
potentials, and electroosmotic switching Computational fluid mechanics with
ANSYS Fluent and COMSOL Multiphysics Nearly 100 completely worked practical
examples include 12 new COMSOL 5 examples: boundary layer flow, nonNewtonian flow, jet flow, die flow, lubrication, momentum diffusion, turbulent flow,
and others. More than 300 end-of-chapter problems of varying complexity are
presented, including several from University of Cambridge exams. The author
covers all material needed for the fluid mechanics portion of the professional
engineer’s exam. The author’s website (fmche.engin.umich.edu) provides
additional notes, problem-solving tips, and errata. Register your product at
informit.com/register for convenient access to downloads, updates, and corrections
as they become available.
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Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering
Basic Principles and Calculations in Process Technology
This book is an outgrowth of the author’s teaching experience of a course on
Introduction to Chemical Engineering to the first-year chemical engineering
students of the Indian Institute of Technology Madras. The book serves to
introduce the students to the role of a chemical engineer in society. In addition to
the classical industries, the role of chemical engineers in several esoteric areas
such as semiconductor processing and biomedical engineering is discussed.
Besides highlighting the principles and processes of chemical engineering, the
book shows how chemical engineering concepts from the basic sciences and
economics are used to seek solutions to engineering problems. The book is rich in
examples of innovative solutions found to problems faced in chemical industry. It
includes a wide spectrum of topics, selected from the industrial interactions of the
author. It encourages the student to see the similarities in the concepts which
govern apparently dissimilar examples. It introduces various concepts, using both
physical and mathematical bases, to facilitate the understanding of difficult
processes such as the scale-up process. The book contains several case studies on
safety, ethics and environ-mental issues in chemical process industries.
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Chemical Process Calculations
Over the past decade the field of chemical engineering has broadened
significantly, encompassing a wide range of subjects. However, the basic
underlying principles have remained the same. To help readers keep pace, this
volume continues to offer a comprehensive introduction to the principles and
techniques used in the field of chemical, petroleum, and environmental
engineering. As in previous editions, author David M. Himmelblau strives to help
readers learn to develop systematic problem-solving skills, understand what
material balance are, comprehend energy balances, and cope with the complexity
of big problems. In addition, readers are exposed to background information on
units and measurements of physical properties, basic laws about the behavior of
gas, liquids, and solids, and basic mathematical tools.

Chemical Process Analysis
The mathematical methods that physical scientists need for solving substantial
problems in their fields of study are set out clearly and simply in this tutorial-style
textbook. Students will develop problem-solving skills through hundreds of worked
examples, self-test questions and homework problems. Each chapter concludes
with a summary of the main procedures and results and all assumed prior
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knowledge is summarized in one of the appendices. Over 300 worked examples
show how to use the techniques and around 100 self-test questions in the
footnotes act as checkpoints to build student confidence. Nearly 400 end-ofchapter problems combine ideas from the chapter to reinforce the concepts. Hints
and outline answers to the odd-numbered problems are given at the end of each
chapter, with fully-worked solutions to these problems given in the accompanying
Student Solutions Manual. Fully-worked solutions to all problems, passwordprotected for instructors, are available at www.cambridge.org/essential.

An introduction to numerical methods for chemical engineers
New edition of a classic textbook for undergraduate CE students. Cited in BCL3.
This edition contains a PC disk with 10 Fortran problem-solving programs.
Annotation copyright Book News, Inc. Portland, Or.

Polymeric Foams
STOICHIOMETRY AND PROCESS CALCULATIONS
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Principles of Chemical Engineering Processes
Keeping the importance of basic tools of process calculations—material balance
and energy balance—in mind, the text prepares the students to formulate material
and energy balance theory on chemical process systems. It also demonstrates how
to solve the main process-related problems that crop up in chemical engineering
practice. The chapters are organized in a way that enables the students to acquire
an in-depth understanding of the subject. The emphasis is given to the units and
conversions, basic concepts of calculations, material balance with/without chemical
reactions, and combustion of fuels and energy balances. Apart from numerous
illustrations, the book contains numerous solved problems and exercises which
bridge the gap between theoretical learning and practical implementation. All the
numerical problems are solved with block diagrams to reinforce the understanding
of the concepts. Primarily intended as a text for the undergraduate students of
chemical engineering, it will also be useful for other allied branches of chemical
engineering such as polymer science and engineering and petroleum engineering.
KEY FEATURES • Methods of calculation for stoichiometric proportions with
practical examples from the Industry • Simplified method of solving numerical
problems under material balance with and without chemical reactions •
Conversions of chemical engineering equations from one unit to another • Solution
of fuel and combustion, and energy balance problems using tabular column
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Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering
A Practical Guide to Physical and Chemical Principles and Calculations for Today’s
Process Control Operators In Basic Principles and Calculations in Process
Technology, author T. David Griffith walks process technologists through the basic
principles that govern their operations, helping them collaborate with chemical
engineers to improve both safety and productivity. He shows process operators
how to go beyond memorizing rules and formulas to understand the underlying
science and physical laws, so they can accurately interpret anomalies and respond
appropriately when exact rules or calculation methods don’t exist. Using simple
algebra and non-technical analogies, Griffith explains each idea and technique
without calculus. He introduces each topic by explaining why it matters to process
technologists and offers numerous examples that show how key principles are
applied and calculations are performed. For end-of-chapter problems, he provides
the solutions in plain-English discussions of how and why they work. Chapter
appendixes provide more advanced information for further exploration. Basic
Principles and Calculations in Process Technology is an indispensable, practical
resource for every process technologist who wants to know “what the numbers
mean” so they can control their systems and processes more efficiently, safely,
and reliably. T. David Griffith received his B.S. in chemical engineering from The
University of Texas at Austin and his Ph.D. from the University of WisconsinMadison, then top-ranked in the discipline. After working in research on enhanced
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oil recovery (EOR), he cofounded a small chemical company, and later in his career
he developed a record-setting Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) software package.
He currently instructs in the hydrocarbon processing industry. Coverage includes •
Preparing to solve problems by carefully organizing them and establishing
consistent sets of measures • Calculating areas and volumes, including complex
objects and interpolation • Understanding Boyle’s Law, Charles’s Law, and the
Ideal Gas Law • Predicting the behavior of gases under extreme conditions •
Applying thermodynamic laws to calculate work and changes in gas enthalpy, and
to recognize operational problems • Explaining phase equilibria for distillation and
fractionalization • Estimating chemical reaction speed to optimize control •
Balancing material or energy as they cross system boundaries • Using material
balance calculations to confirm quality control and prevent major problems •
Calculating energy balances and using them to troubleshoot poor throughput •
Understanding fluid flow, including shear, viscosity, laminar and turbulent flows,
vectors, and tensors • Characterizing the operation of devices that transport heat
energy for heating or cooling • Analyzing mass transfer in separation processes for
materials purification

Analysis, Synthesis and Design of Chemical Processes
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Fundamentals of Environmental Engineering
This textbook is designed for undergraduate courses in chemical engineering and
related disciplines such as biotechnology, polymer technology, petrochemical
engineering, electrochemical engineering, environmental engineering, safety
engineering and industrial chemistry. The chief objective of this text is to prepare
students to make analysis of chemical processes through calculations and also to
develop in them systematic problem-solving skills. The students are introduced not
only to the application of law of combining proportions to chemical reactions (as
the word ‘stoichiometry’ implies) but also to formulating and solving material and
energy balances in processes with and without chemical reactions. The book
presents the fundamentals of chemical engineering operations and processes in an
accessible style to help the students gain a thorough understanding of chemical
process calculations. It also covers in detail the background materials such as units
and conversions, dimensional analysis and dimensionless groups, property
estimation, P-V-T behaviour of fluids, vapour pressure and phase equilibrium
relationships, humidity and saturation. With the help of examples, the book
explains the construction and use of reference-substance plots, equilibrium
diagrams, psychrometric charts, steam tables and enthalpy composition diagrams.
It also elaborates on thermophysics and thermochemistry to acquaint the students
with the thermodynamic principles of energy balance calculations. Key Features : •
SI units are used throughout the book. • Presents a thorough introduction to basic
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chemical engineering principles. • Provides many worked-out examples and
exercise problems with answers. • Objective type questions included at the end of
the book serve as useful review material and also assist the students in preparing
for competitive examinations such as GATE.

Elementary Principles of Chemical Processes, 3rd Edition 2005
Edition Integrated Media and Study Tools, with Student
Workbook
Elementary Principles of Chemical Processes, 4th Edition Student International
Version prepares students to formulate and solve material and energy balances in
chemical process systems and lays the foundation for subsequent courses in
chemical engineering. The text provides a realistic, informative, and positive
introduction to the practice of chemical engineering.

Stoichiometry
A Brief Introduction to Fluid Mechanics, 5th Edition is designed to cover the
standard topics in a basic fluid mechanics course in a streamlined manner that
meets the learning needs of today's student better than the dense, encyclopedic
manner of traditional texts. This approach helps students connect the math and
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theory to the physical world and practical applications and apply these connections
to solving problems. The text lucidly presents basic analysis techniques and
addresses practical concerns and applications, such as pipe flow, open-channel
flow, flow measurement, and drag and lift. It offers a strong visual approach with
photos, illustrations, and videos included in the text, examples and homework
problems to emphasize the practical application of fluid mechanics principles.

Chemical Process Principles : Thermodynamics
Chemical Engineering for Non-Chemical Engineers
Written in a clear, concise style, Principles of Chemical Engineering Processes
provides an introduction to the basic principles and calculation techniques that are
fundamental to the field. The text focuses on problems in material and energy
balances in relation to chemical reactors and introduces software that employs
numerical methods to solve these problems. Upon mastery of this material,
readers will be able to: Understand basic processing terminology (batch,
semibatch, continuous, purge, and recycle) and standard operations (reaction,
distillation, absorption, extraction, and filtration) Draw and fully label a flowchart
for a given process description Choose a convenient basis for calculation for both
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single- and multiple-unit processes Identify possible subsystems for which material
and energy balances might be written Perform a degree of freedom analysis for the
overall system and each possible subsystem, formulating the appropriate material
and energy balance equations Apply the first law of thermodynamics, calculate
energy and enthalpy changes, and construct energy balances on closed and open
systems Written as a text to fully meet the needs of advanced undergraduate
students, it is also suitable as a reference for chemical engineers with its wide
coverage across the biochemical and electromechanical fields. Each chapter of the
text provides examples, case studies, and end-of-chapter problems, and the
accompanying CD-ROM contains software designed for solving problems in
chemical engineering.

Chemical Engineering Design
Principles of Chemical Engineering Processes: Material and Energy Balances
introduces the basic principles and calculation techniques used in the field of
chemical engineering, providing a solid understanding of the fundamentals of the
application of material and energy balances. Packed with illustrative examples and
case studies, this book: Discusses problems in material and energy balances
related to chemical reactors Explains the concepts of dimensions, units,
psychrometry, steam properties, and conservation of mass and energy
Demonstrates how MATLAB® and Simulink® can be used to solve complicated
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problems of material and energy balances Shows how to solve steady-state and
transient mass and energy balance problems involving multiple-unit processes and
recycle, bypass, and purge streams Develops quantitative problem-solving skills,
specifically the ability to think quantitatively (including numbers and units), the
ability to translate words into diagrams and mathematical expressions, the ability
to use common sense to interpret vague and ambiguous language in problem
statements, and the ability to make judicious use of approximations and
reasonable assumptions to simplify problems This Second Edition has been
updated based upon feedback from professors and students. It features a new
chapter related to single- and multiphase systems and contains additional solved
examples and homework problems. Educational software, downloadable exercises,
and a solutions manual are available with qualifying course adoption.

Fundamentals of Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics
This book is an update of a successful first edition that has been extremely well
received by the experts in the chemical process industries. The authors explain
both the theory and the practice of optimization, with the focus on the techniques
and software that offer the most potential for success and give reliable results.
Applications case studies in optimization are presented with new examples taken
from the areas of microelectronics processing and molecular modeling. Ample
references are cited for those who wish to explore the theoretical concepts in more
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detail.

Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineering Design is one of the best-known and widely adopted texts
available for students of chemical engineering. It deals with the application of
chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical processes and
equipment. Revised throughout, the fourth edition covers the latest aspects of
process design, operations, safety, loss prevention and equipment selection,
among others. Comprehensive and detailed, the book is supported by problems
and selected solutions. In addition the book is widely used by professionals as a
day-to-day reference. Best selling chemical engineering text Revised to keep pace
with the latest chemical industry changes; designed to see students through from
undergraduate study to professional practice End of chapter exercises and
solutions

Principles of Chemical Engineering Processes
Particle technology is a term used to refer to the science and technology related to
the handling and processing of particles and powders. The production of
particulate materials, with controlled properties tailored to subsequent processing
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and applications, is of major interest to a wide range of industries, including
chemical and process, food, pharmaceuticals, minerals and metals companies and
the handling of particles in gas and liquid solutions is a key technological step in
chemical engineering. This textbook provides an excellent introduction to particle
technology with worked examples and exercises. Based on feedback from students
and practitioners worldwide, it has been newly edited and contains new chapters
on slurry transport, colloids and fine particles, size enlargement and the health
effects of fine powders. Topics covered include: Characterization (Size Analysis)
Processing (Granulation, Fluidization) Particle Formation (Granulation, Size
Reduction) Storage and Transport (Hopper Design, Pneumatic Conveying,
Standpipes, Slurry Flow) Separation (Filtration, Settling, Cyclones) Safety (Fire and
Explosion Hazards, Health Hazards) Engineering the Properties of Particulate
Systems (Colloids, Respirable Drugs, Slurry Rheology) This book is essential
reading for undergraduate students of chemical engineering on particle technology
courses. It is also valuable supplementary reading for students in other branches of
engineering, applied chemistry, physics, pharmaceutics, mineral processing and
metallurgy. Practitioners in industries in which powders are handled and processed
may find it a useful starting point for gaining an understanding of the behavior of
particles and powders. Review of the First Edition taken from High Temperatures High pressures 1999 31 243 – 251 "..This is a modern textbook that presents clearcut knowledge. It can be successfully used both for teaching particle technology at
universities and for individual study of engineering problems in powder
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processing."

Introduction to Chemical Engineering and Computer
Calculations
Chemical engineering principles and techniques: A practical and up-to-date
introduction. The scope of chemical engineering has expanded considerably in
recent years to encompass a wide range of topics. This book provides a complete,
practical, and student-friendly introduction to the principles and techniques of
contemporary chemical, petroleum, and environmental engineering. The authors
introduce efficient and consistent methods for problem solving, analyzing data,
and developing a conceptual understanding of a wide variety of processes. This
seventh edition is revised to reflect the latest technologies and educational
strategies that develop a student's abilities for reasoning and critical thinking.
Coverage includes: Short chapters (29) to provide a flexible modular sequence of
topics for courses of varying length A thorough coverage of introductory material,
including unit conversions, basis selection, and process measurements Consistent,
sound strategies for solving material and energy balance,problems Key concepts
ranging from stoichiometry to enthalpy Behavior of gases, liquids, and solids:
ideal/real gases, single component two-phase systems, gas-liquid systems, and
more New examples and problems covering environmental, safety, semiconductor
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processing, nanotechnology, and biotechnology Extensive tables and charts, plus
glossaries in every chapter Self-assessment tests, thought/discussion problems,
and homework problems for each chapter 13 appendices providing helpful
reference information Practically orientated and student friendly, "Basic Principles
and Calculations in Chemical Engineering, Seventh Edition" is the definitive
chemical engineering introduction forstudents, license candidates, practicing
engineers, and scientists. CD-ROM INCLUDED UPDATED Polymath software for
solving linear/nonlinear/differential equations and regression problems NEW
physical property database contai

Fundamentals of Food Process Engineering
Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering
This best selling text prepares students to formulate and solve material and energy
balances in chemical process systems and lays the foundation for subsequent
courses in chemical engineering. The text provides a realistic, informative, and
positive introduction to the practice of chemical engineering. The Integrated Media
Edition update provides a stronger link between the text, media supplements, and
new student workbook.
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Solution Manual to Accompany Basic Principles and
Calculations in Chemical Engineering
Bottom line: For a holistic view of chemical engineering design, this book provides
as much, if not more, than any other book available on the topic. --Extract from
Chemical Engineering Resources review. Chemical Engineering Design is one of the
best-known and widely adopted texts available for students of chemical
engineering. It deals with the application of chemical engineering principles to the
design of chemical processes and equipment. Revised throughout, this US edition
has been specifically developed for the US market. It covers the latest aspects of
process design, operations, safety, loss prevention and equipment selection,
among others. Comprehensive in coverage, exhaustive in detail, it is supported by
extensive problems and a separate solutions manual for adopting tutors and
lecturers. In addition, the book is widely used by professions as a day-to-day
reference. Provides students with a text of unmatched relevance for the Senior
Design Course and Introductory Chemical Engineering Courses Teaches
commercial engineering tools for simulation and costing Comprehensive coverage
of unit operations, design and economics Strong emphasis on HS&E issues, codes
and standards, including API, ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI standards 108
realistic commercial design projects from diverse industries
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Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical Engineering
Best-selling introductory chemical engineering book - now updated with far more
coverage of biotech, nanotech, and green engineering • •Thoroughly covers
material balances, gases, liquids, and energy balances. •Contains new biotech and
bioengineering problems throughout. •Adds new examples and homework on
nanotechnology, environmental engineering, and green engineering. •All-new
student projects chapter. •Self-assessment tests, discussion problems, homework,
and glossaries in each chapter. Basic Principles and Calculations in Chemical
Engineering, 8/e, provides a complete, practical, and student-friendly introduction
to the principles and techniques of modern chemical, petroleum, and
environmental engineering. The authors introduce efficient and consistent methods
for solving problems, analyzing data, and conceptually understanding a wide
variety of processes. This edition has been revised to reflect growing interest in the
life sciences, adding biotechnology and bioengineering problems and examples
throughout. It also adds many new examples and homework assignments on
nanotechnology, environmental, and green engineering, plus many updates to
existing examples. A new chapter presents multiple student projects, and several
chapters from the previous edition have been condensed for greater focus. This
text's features include: • •Thorough introductory coverage, including unit
conversions, basis selection, and process measurements. •Short chapters
supporting flexible, modular learning. •Consistent, sound strategies for solving
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material and energy balance problems. •Key concepts ranging from stoichiometry
to enthalpy. •Behavior of gases, liquids, and solids. •Many tables, charts, and
reference appendices. •Self-assessment tests, thought/discussion problems,
homework problems, and glossaries in each chapter.

Chemical Process Control
A compilation of the calculation procedures needed every day on the job by
chemical engineers. Tables of Contents: Physical and Chemical Properties;
Stoichiometry; Phase Equilibrium; Chemical-Reaction Equilibrium; Reaction Kinetics
and Reactor Design; Flow of Fluids and Solids; Heat Transfer; Distillation;
Extraction and Leaching; Crystallization; Filtration; Liquid Agitation; Size Reduction;
Drying: Evaporation; Environmental Engineering in the Plant. Illustrations. Index.

Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers
CD-ROM includes: Curve fitting by polynomials and splines. -- Linear and nonlinear
regression with statistical analysis. -- Simultaneous linear and nonlinear algebraic
equations. -- Simultaneous ordinary differential equations (including stiff systems).

Introduction to Particle Technology
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The Leading Integrated Chemical Process Design Guide: Now with New Problems,
New Projects, and More More than ever, effective design is the focal point of sound
chemical engineering. Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes, Third
Edition, presents design as a creative process that integrates both the big picture
and the small details–and knows which to stress when, and why. Realistic from
start to finish, this book moves readers beyond classroom exercises into openended, real-world process problem solving. The authors introduce integrated
techniques for every facet of the discipline, from finance to operations, new plant
design to existing process optimization. This fully updated Third Edition presents
entirely new problems at the end of every chapter. It also adds extensive coverage
of batch process design, including realistic examples of equipment sizing for batch
sequencing; batch scheduling for multi-product plants; improving production via
intermediate storage and parallel equipment; and new optimization techniques
specifically for batch processes. Coverage includes Conceptualizing and analyzing
chemical processes: flow diagrams, tracing, process conditions, and more Chemical
process economics: analyzing capital and manufacturing costs, and predicting or
assessing profitability Synthesizing and optimizing chemical processing:
experience-based principles, BFD/PFD, simulations, and more Analyzing process
performance via I/O models, performance curves, and other tools Process
troubleshooting and “debottlenecking” Chemical engineering design and society:
ethics, professionalism, health, safety, and new “green engineering” techniques
Participating successfully in chemical engineering design teams Analysis,
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Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes, Third Edition, draws on nearly 35
years of innovative chemical engineering instruction at West Virginia University. It
includes suggested curricula for both single-semester and year-long design
courses; case studies and design projects with practical applications; and
appendixes with current equipment cost data and preliminary design information
for eleven chemical processes–including seven brand new to this edition.

Elementary Principles of Chemical Processes
Outlines the concepts of chemical engineering so that non-chemical engineers can
interface with and understand basic chemical engineering concepts Overviews the
difference between laboratory and industrial scale practice of chemistry,
consequences of mistakes, and approaches needed to scale a lab reaction process
to an operating scale Covers basics of chemical reaction eningeering, mass,
energy, and fluid energy balances, how economics are scaled, and the nature of
various types of flow sheets and how they are developed vs. time of a project
Details the basics of fluid flow and transport, how fluid flow is characterized and
explains the difference between positive displacement and centrifugal pumps
along with their limitations and safety aspects of these differences Reviews the
importance and approaches to controlling chemical processes and the safety
aspects of controlling chemical processes, Reviews the important chemical
engineering design aspects of unit operations including distillation, absorption and
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stripping, adsorption, evaporation and crystallization, drying and solids handling,
polymer manufacture, and the basics of tank and agitation system design

Introduction to Chemical Engineering
The Breakthrough Introduction to Chemical Engineering for Today’s Students
Fundamental Concepts and Computations in Chemical Engineering is well designed
for today’s chemical engineering students, offering lucid and logically arranged
text that brings together the fundamental knowledge students need to gain
confidence and to jumpstart future success. Dr. Vivek Utgikar illuminates the dayto-day roles of chemical engineers in their companies and in the global economy.
He clearly explains what students need to learn and why they need to learn it, and
presents practical computational exercises that prepare beginning students for
more advanced study. Utgikar combines straightforward discussions of essential
topics with challenging topics to intrigue more well-prepared students. Drawing on
extensive experience teaching beginners, he introduces each new topic in simple,
relatable language, and supports them with meaningful example calculations in
Microsoft Excel and Mathcad. Throughout, Utgikar presents practical methods for
effective problem solving, and explains how to set up and use computation tools to
get accurate answers. Designed specifically for students entering chemical
engineering programs, this text also serves as a handy, quick reference to the
basics for more advanced students, and an up-to-date source of valuable
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information for educators and professionals. Coverage includes Where chemical
engineering fits in the engineering field and overall economy Modern chemical
engineering and allied industries and their largest firms How typical chemical
engineering job functions build on what undergraduates learn The importance of
computations, and the use of modern computational tools How to classify problems
based on their mathematical nature Fundamental fluid flow phenomena and
computational problems in practical systems Basic principles and computations of
material and energy balance Fundamental principles and calculations of
thermodynamics and kinetics in chemical engineering How chemical engineering
systems and problems integrate and interrelate in the real world Review of
commercial process simulation software for complex, large-scale computation

Optimization of Chemical Processes
Chemical Engineering Design
Essential Mathematical Methods for the Physical Sciences
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